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This study investigated the hydrothermal transformation of brushite (dicalcium phosphate dihydrate, DCPD,
CaHPO4·2H2O) into octacalcium phosphate (OCP, Ca8(HPO4)2(PO4)4·5H2O) in seven different newly
developed biomineralization media, all inspired from the commercial DMEM solutions, over the temperature
range of 36.5 °C to 90 °C with aging times varying between 1 h and 6 days. DCPD powders used in this study
were synthesized in our laboratory by using awet-chemical technique. DCPDwas found to transform into OCP
in the Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, K+, HCO3

−, Cl− and H2PO4
− containing aqueous biomineralization media in less than

72 h at 36.5 °C, without stirring. The samemediumwas able to convert DCPD into OCP in about 2 h at 75–80 °C,
again without a need for stirring. Samples were characterized by using powder X-ray diffraction (XRD),
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Wehave recently shownthat brushite (dicalciumphosphatedihydrate,
DCPD, CaHPO4·2H2O)powders soaked in commercial DMEM(Dulbecco's
Modified Eagle Medium) solutions, at 36.5 °C for about one week, were
able to completely transform into octacalcium phosphate (octacalcium
bis(hydrogenphosphate) tetraphosphate pentahydrate, OCP, Ca8(HPO4)2
(PO4)4·5H2O) [1]. Brushite is amildly acidic andhighly soluble (logKSP=
−6.59) calcium phosphate-based biomaterial which was only known to
transform into apatitic calcium phosphate or hydroxyapatite (simplified
by the popular formula of Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2, HA) when soaked in Tris
(tris-hydroxymethyl-aminomethane)-buffered synthetic body fluid (SBF)
solutions [2–4]. DMEM solutions are among the most preferred cell
culture growth media and they contain amino acids, vitamins, inorganic
salts, glucose and Hepes (2-(4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazinyl)ethane
sulphonic acid). While the Tris-buffered SBF solutions (with their HCO3

−

concentrationmade equal to that of the humanbloodplasma, i.e., 27 mM
[5]) have a Ca/P molar ratio of 2.5, commercial DMEM solutions had the
same ratio equal to 1.99 and a HCO3

− concentration of 44 mM [1].
Tang et al. [6] had measured the dissolution rates of brushite, OCP

and HA in water at RT as 4.26×10−4, 1.63×10−6, and 1.5×10−7 mol
m−2 min−1, respectively. The facile hydrothermal conversionof brushite
into a moderately soluble calcium phosphate phase, such as OCP (log

KSP=−72.5 [7,8]), other than the quite low solubility of hydroxyapatite
(log KSP=−117.1 [8]) attracts interest towards the development of
more soluble and bioactive bone substitute biomaterials.

Implanted brushite causes inflammation in the surrounding tissues
[9–11], owing to its acidity, but OCP certainly does not [12–17]. More
importantly, OCP is the precursor of the bone mineral [18]. It should
always be the clear choice for the orthopedic or dental surgeon not to
dictate the bone defect he/she wants to fill and repair by using a man-
made non-resorbable hydroxyapatite but to use the precursor of the
bone mineral (e.g., OCP) and thus help the bony tissue to repair itself
naturally by using that precursor scaffold.

It has recently been made possible to produce self-setting cements
of high in vivo resorbability with the setting product being brushite
[9–11] instead of non-resorbable hydroxyapatite. Such attempts to
develop brushite cements opened up an avenue to produce porous or
non-porous bulk samples of brushite, in stark contrast to the already
known production of brushite powders.Moreover, brushite can also
be coated on metallic implants by using either electrolytic [19–21] or
electroless [22] coating processes. Such bulk samples of brushite once
produced would then need the development of robust methods of
transformation intoOCP (instead of hydroxyapatite [23]) by either using
perfectly biomimetic solutions (i.e., DMEMsolutions used in cell culture)
as we have shown in our previous study [1] or the biomineralization
media developed in the current study.

The current study [24,25], as being a direct follow-up to our previous
work on transforming brushite (DCPD) into OCP in DMEM solutions at
36.5 °C [1], is aimed at finding answers to the following questions;

(i) Are those amino acids, vitamins, glucose and Hepes present in
the DMEM solutions really necessary for the transformation of
DCPD into OCP?
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(ii) Are the Mg2+ and/or HCO3
− ions present in DMEM solutions

really necessary for the DCPD to OCP transformation?
(iii) Does the Ca/P molar ratio of those solutions influence the DCPD

to OCP transformation?
(iv) Could it be possible to shorten the time of transformation of

DCPD to OCP by increasing the temperature of the biominer-
alization media?

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Synthesis of brushite powders

Brushite crystals of this study were prepared by using two different,
but quite similar chemical synthesis procedures. Thefirst procedure used
to synthesize flat plate-shaped brushite crystals simply consisted of
preparing two solutions. Solution A was prepared as follows: 0.825 g of
KH2PO4 (≥99.9%, Cat. No: 104873, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany)
was dissolved in 700 mL of double-distilled water contained in a 1 liter-
capacity glass beaker, followed by the addition of 3.013 g of Na2HPO4

(≥99.9%, Cat. No: 106586, Merck), which resulted in a transparent
solution of pH 7.5 at room temperature (RT: 21±1 °C). Solution B (of pH
6.4) was prepared by dissolving 4.014 g of CaCl2·2H2O in (≥99.9%, Cat.
No: 102382, Merck) 200 mL of double-distilled water. Solution B was
then rapidly added to solution A and the precipitates formed were aged
for 80 min at RT, by continuous stirring at 500 rpm (final solution pH
5.3). Solids recovered byfiltration (WhatmanFilter paper, No. 1 or 2 or 4)
from their mother liquors, followed by washing with 1.5 L of distilled
water, were dried at 36.5 °C for 48 h to obtain approximately 3.3 g of
brushite powders. These powders are designated as Na–K-DCPD.

The second procedure used to synthesize the brushite crystals only
differed in the preparation of the Solution A, and the rest of the method
was exactly identical with the one described above. Solution A of the
second procedure was prepared as follows: 1.395 g of NH4H2PO4

(≥99.9%, Cat. No: 101126, Merck) was dissolved in 700 mL of double-
distilled water, followed by adding 6.501 g of (NH4)2HPO4 (≥99.9%, Cat.
No: 101207,Merck),which also gave a transparent solution of neutral pH
at RT. These powders are designated as NH4-DCPD.

These two powders were tested in every experiment of this study,
i.e., if one experimentwas performedwith the first powder, the repeat
experiment was intentionally performed with the second brushite
powder. While the second type of brushite powders was synthesized
in the presence of NH4 ions, the first type was prepared in the absence
of those. Therefore, this study was also planned to test the significance
of ammonium ions (in synthesizing the starting material brushite) on
the obtained results.

2.2. Preparation of biomineralization media

The newly developed biomineralization media were prepared as
shown in Table 1. Chemicals are added, in the order shown in Table 1, to

1 L of double-distilled water contained in a clean glass media bottle,
including a 4 cm-long Teflon®-coated magnetic stir bar. To clarify, the
first chemical addedwas Ca-chloride dihydrate and the second chemical
MgCl2·6H2O (N99.5%, Cat. No: 459330, Carlo ErbaReagenti,Milano, Italy)
was not added before the complete dissolution of the preceding one,
under vigorous stirring on a stir plate. Media were prepared at room
temperature. KCl (N99.9%, Cat. No: 104933, Merck), NaHCO3 (N99.9%,
Cat. No: 106329, Merck), NaCl (N99.5%, Cat. No: 106404, Merck),
NaH2PO4·2H2O (N99.5%, Cat. No: 106342, Merck), Hepes (C8H18N2O4S,
N99.9%, Cat. No: 110110, Merck) and gelatin (N99.5%, Cat. No: 104078,
Merck) were also used in preparing these media.

Briefly, as shown in Table 1, BM-1 maintains the inorganic salts
portion of the commercial DMEM solution [1], subtracts glucose, all
vitamins and amino acids from it but brings in some amino acids by
using soluble gelatin, while keepingHepes. The only difference between
BM-2 and BM-1 was the elimination of gelatin. In passing from BM-2 to
BM-3, Hepes was eliminated. BM-4 media removed Mg-chloride from
BM-3, BM-5 eliminated NaHCO3 from BM-3, whereas BM-6 removed
bothMg-chloride andNaHCO3 from theBM-3 solutions. BM-7 increased
the Ca/Pmolar ratio of BM-3 from1.99 to 2.5. Finally, the only difference
between BM-7 and BM-8 media was the addition of Hepes in the latter.

2.3. Transformation of brushite to OCP in the biomineralization media

Glass media bottles (100 mL-capacity) containing 100 mL of BM
solutions of Table 1 were used. 650 mg of brushite powder was placed
in each bottle and the plastic caps of the bottles were sealed. The
bottles were placed in a microprocessor-controlled static air oven
whose temperature was adjusted to either 36.5 (±0.1 °C), 50, 70, 75,
80 or 90 °C. The times for aging the brushite powders in the BM
solutions at 36.5 °C were selected as 24, 48, 72 and 144 h. The BM
solution of the 144 h samples was replenished with a fresh solution at
every 48 h. The BM solution of the 72 h samples was replenished after
the 48th hour. Only the BM-3 media was used for the experiments
performed at temperatures higher than 36.5 °C. The experimental
conditions for the high-temperature samples were given in Chapter 3.
At the end of specified aging periods, the solids were recovered from
the media by using a porcelain Buechner funnel and No. 2 Whatman
filter paper, with vacuum filtration. The solids were washed with
700 mL of double-distilled water. Washed samples were dried at
36.5 °C for 48 h.

2.4. Sample characterization

All powder samples were characterized by using a powder X-ray
diffractometer (Advance D8, Bruker AG, Karlsruhe, Germany) after
grinding with an agate mortar and pestle. The diffractometer was
operated with a Cu tube at 40 kV and 40 mA equipped with a mono-
chromator. Samples were scanned with a step size of 0.02° and a
preset time of 5 s.

Table 1
Preparation of biomineralization media used in the 36.5 °C experiments⁎.

BM-1 BM-2 BM-3 BM-4 BM-5 BM-6 BM-7 BM-8

CaCl2·2H2O 0.2646 (1.80) 0.2646 0.2646 0.2646 0.2646 0.2646 0.3323 (2.26) 0.3323 (2.26)
MgCl2·6H2O 0.1655 (0.81) 0.1655 0.1655 – 0.1655 – 0.1655 0.1655
KCl 0.3974 (5.33) 0.3974 0.3974 0.3974 0.3974 0.3974 0.3974 0.3974
NaHCO3 3.7005 (44.05) 3.7005 3.7005 3.7005 – – 3.7005 3.7005
NaCl 4.7865 (81.90) 4.7865 4.7865 4.7865 4.7865 4.7865 4.7865 4.7865
NaH2PO4·2H2O 0.1413 (0.90) 0.1413 0.1413 0.1413 0.1413 0.1413 0.1413 0.1413
Hepes 5.9580 5.9580 – – – – – 5.9580
Gelatin 3.0000 – – – – – – –

Solution pH 7.40 7.45 7.40 7.40 6.70 6.65 7.40 7.40
Gelatin-free Hepes-free Mg-free CO3-free Mg & CO3-free Ca/P=2.5 Ca/P=2.5

⁎ The amounts of chemicals neededwere given in grams per liter of media, whereas the numbers in parentheses were themMvalues of the cations. Ca/Pmolar ratio inmedia BM-1
through BM-6 was equal to 2.
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Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (Spectrum One, Perkin
Elmer, MA, USA) analyses were performed after mixing 1 mg of sample
powders with 300 mg of KBr powder in an agate mortar, followed by
compacting those into a thin pellet in a stainless steel die of 1 cm inner
diameter. FTIR data were recorded over the range of 4000 to 400 cm−1

with 128 scans.
Scanning electron microscopy (EVO 40, Zeiss, Dresden, Germany)

was used to evaluate the morphology of the powder samples. The
samples were sputter-coated, prior to imaging, with a 25 nm-thick gold
layer to impart electrical conductivity to the specimen surfaces.

3. Results

The XRD (x-ray diffraction), FTIR (Fourier-transform infrared
spectroscopy) and SEM (scanning electronmicroscopy) characterization
dataof the startingpowdersof this studyare combined intoonechart and
provided in Fig. 1. The brushite powders (both Na–K-DCPD and NH4-
DCPD type) were single-phase and of high purity. Brushite crystals were
flat, optically transparent and plate-likewith an average crystal length of
35 μm. The XRD reflection (at 2θ 11.68°) from the (020) planes of these
crystals was very strong. The XRD pattern of these powders conformed
well to the ICDD PDF (International Centre for Diffraction Data Powder
Diffraction File) 9-0077.

Gelatin and Hepes-containing biomineralization solutions, BM-1,
of Table 1 were not able to completely transform the DCPD powders
into OCP in 24, 48 and 72 h of aging at 36.5 °C. However, the BM-1
solutions converted all the DCPD into OCP in 6 days at the human
body temperature.

The behavior of gelatin-free but Hepes-containing BM-2 solutions
was similar to those of BM-1, they were not able to fully convert the
DCPD powders into OCP when the soaking time was less than 6 days
at 36.5 °C.

Hepes- and gelatin-free BM-3 solutions completely transformed
the DCPD powders into OCP (perfect match with the ICDD PDF 26-
1056 for OCP) in 72 h at 36.5 °C, but at 24 and 48 h the transformation
was incomplete. Hepes-, gelatin- and Mg-free BM-4 solutions

displayed a behavior similar to those of BM-3 solutions, i.e., 72 h
was the minimum time of soaking for complete transformation. BM-
3-72 h samples also exhibited around 30 wt.% loss from the starting
weight of DCPD to the final weight of OCP powders obtained. The
results obtained with BM-1 through BM-4 were summarized in the
XRD plots of Fig. 2a and the FTIR charts of Fig. 2b. In Fig. 2a, we have
intentionally clipped the intense (020) reflection of BM-1-72 h
sample's XRD trace not to let it interfere and overlap with the same
reflection of the BM-2-72 h sample. The FTIR data were able to spot
the characteristic bands of DCPD especially when it is in a biphasic
mixture with OCP, as exemplified in the bottom trace of Fig. 2b.

The media BM-5 and BM-6 (of Table 1) tested the influence of the
absence of HCO3

− and HCO3
−+Mg2+ ions on the transformation

behavior of DCPD to OCP at 36.5 °C in 72 h, respectively. As shown in
the XRD data of Fig. 2c, the absence of HCO3

− from the media had a
strong effect and BM-5 and BM-6 media did not convert the DCPD
powders into OCP in 72 h at 36.5 °C. The very intense (020) reflection
of the unreacted DCPD phase observed in both traces was intention-
ally clipped to facilitate the better resolution of the lower intensity
peaks present in the rest of the patterns.

ThemediaBM-7andBM-8examined the role of increasedCa/Pmolar
ratio (from 1.99 to 2.50) in the absence and presence of Hepes,
respectively, in 72 h of aging at the human body temperature of 36.5 °C.
The XRD data given in Fig. 2d showed that, in direct comparison to the
sample of BM-3-72 h, both of BM-7 and BM-8 were able to fully convert
the DCPD powders into OCP in less than 72 h.

The startingpHvalues of all themedia (without theDCPD crystals) of
Table 1 were over the narrow range of 7.4 to 7.5 at the time of media
preparation, and the pH values were dropped to the range of 6.5 to 7 at
the end of aging at 36.5 °Cbetween24 to 144 h,with the only exceptions
of BM-5 and BM-6. This seemed to be a small but very consistent and
meaningful pH decrease. Hepes present in especially BM-2 and BM-8
media was not able to prevent this pH drop in the presence of mildly
acidic DCPD. For carbonate ion-free BM-5 and BM-6media the initial pH
values were around 6.7 and dropped to about 6.4 after 72 h of aging at
36.5 °C with the DCPD powders.

Fig. 1. Combined XRD, FTIR and SEM of brushite powders (Sample 1: Na–K-DCPD and Sample 2: NH4-DCPD).
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The effect of temperature in accelerating the hydrothermal
transformation rate of the DCPD crystals into OCP was studied in
both stirred and non-stirred aging media. For this study, the BM-3
media was selected and all the experiments of temperature-time
study were performed with this solution (see Table 2) and by using
both of Na–K-DCPD and NH4-DCPD powders. The phase(s) observed
after each experiment was also reported in Table 2.

Fig. 3a and b respectively showed the resultant XRD and FTIR data
of 650 mg of DCPD samples stirred for 1 h in 100 mL of BM-3 solution
in glass media bottles over the temperature range of 55 through 85 °C.
None of these experiments were able to produce single-phase OCP.
55 °C–1 hwas too low a temperature-time combination to achieve the
DCPD to OCP transformation, whereas higher temperatures (60, 70
and 85 °C) favored the Ap-CaP (apatitic calcium phosphate) forma-
tion. It must be noted that increasing the temperature from 55 to 60 °C
(for 1 h of stirring) was sufficient to fully decompose DCPD (Fig. 3a).

The XRD and FTIR data given in Fig. 4a–c summarized the results of
high-temperature (50, 70, 75 and 80 °C) non-stirred experiments
performed with the BM-3 solution. Keeping the DCPD powders in the
BM-3 solution at 50 °C for 19 hwas sufficient to transformthem intoOCP,
thiswas a significant decrease achieved in aging time as compared to the
36.5 °C experiments (Fig. 4a). However, aging theDCPDpowders at 70 °C

in BM-3 for 1 or 2 hwas not enough for the complete transition to OCP to
take place (Fig. 4a–c). Soaking at 75 °C for 1 h was also not sufficient to
eliminate all the DCPD (Table 2). The changes observed in the XRD

Fig. 2. a. XRD traces of Na–K-DCPD samples aged in BM-1 through BM-4 media at 36.5 °C for 72 h, except otherwise noted. b. FTIR traces of Na–K-DCPD samples aged in BM-2 through
BM-4 media at 36.5 °C for 72 h. c. XRD traces of Na–K-DCPD samples aged in BM-5 and BM-6 media at 36.5 °C for 72 h. d. XRD traces of Na–K-DCPD samples aged in BM-3, BM-7 and
BM-8 media at 36.5 °C for 72 h.

Table 2
Experimental parameters of the temperature-time study with BM-3.

Sample Temp (°C) Time (h) Stirred⁎ pH Phase(s)

HT-1 55 1 Y 6.8 DCPD+OCP
HT-2 60 1 Y 7.1 OCP+Ap-CaP
HT-3 70 1 Y 7.4 Ap-CaP
HT-4 85 1 Y 7.4 Ap-CaP
HT-5 50 19 N 6.8 OCP
HT-6 70 1 N 6.8 DCPD
HT-7 70 2 N 6.7 DCPD+OCP
HT-8 75 1 N 6.6 DCPD
HT-9 75 2 N 6.5 OCP
HT-10 75 2.33 N 6.5 OCP
HT-11 75 3 N 6.6 OCP
HT-12 80 1 N 6.8 OCP
HT-13 80 2 N 6.7 OCP
HT-14 90 4 N 6.9 OCP+Ap-CaP

⁎ Stirring rate was kept constant at 265 rpm (whenever applicable).
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intensity of the (040) reflection (located at 23.39° 2θ) of brushite phase
(as seen in the data of Figs. 1, 2a and 4a) were due to the use of
ammonium phosphate salts in synthesizing the brushite powders of
those samples. When we used ammonium phosphate salts in brushite
synthesis, the XRD intensities of such samples were conforming to those
given by ICDD PDF (International Centre for Diffraction Data, Powder
Diffraction File) 11-0293; however,whenwedidnot use ammoniumsalts
in brushite powder synthesis the relative peak intensitieswerematching
those listed by ICDDPDF 09-0077. The changes in peak intensities are not
deemed to be so important in powder x-ray diffraction, since they can
also be caused by preferred orientation effects. The d-spacings of the
above-mentioned brushite samples did not change as a function of the
spectator ions (ammonium, sodium or potassium) present in the
brushite synthesis solutions.

We have experimentally found that the DCPD powders needed to
be immersed, without stirring, in the BM-3 solutions at 75 °C for 2,
2.33 or 3 h for obtaining single-phase OCP. Soaking the DCPD powders
at 80 °C in the BM-3 solutions for either 1 or 2 h, with no stirring, was
also producing single-phase OCP (Table 2 and Fig. 4b and c). Soaking
the same powders in BM-3 media at 90 °C for 4 h, on the other hand,
produced biphasic OCP+Ap-Cap. Fig. 5a and b depicted the SEM
morphology of the samples of BM-3-6 days–36.5 °C and HT-10 of
Table 2, respectively. Both of these samples were free of any residual
brushite, but most particles were retaining the DCPD morphology.

Finally, all the results reportedabovedidnot changewhenwechanged
Na–K-DCPD powder, as the startingmaterial, to NH4-DCPD powder for all
the biomineralization media, temperatures and times studied.

4. Discussion

4.1. DCPD to OCP transformation

The overall transformation of brushite to OCP can be visualized by
the below reactions. Reaction (2) helps to explain the effect of Ca2+

ions present in the biomineralization media.

10CaHPO4:2H2OðsÞ→Ca8ðHPO4Þ2ðPO4Þ4:5H2OðsÞ þ 2Ca
2þ

þ4H2PO
−
4 þ 15H2O

ð1Þ

6CaHPO4:2H2OðsÞ þ 2Ca
2þ→Ca8ðHPO4Þ2ðPO4Þ4:5H2OðsÞ þ 7H2O

þ4H
þ

ð2Þ

It should be noted that the extent of any hydrothermal transforma-
tion of a DCPD-based substance into OCP immersed in an aqueous
solution shall strongly depend on the overall dimensions or thickness of
the samples. The current study used micron-size powders and if the
samples were bulky and much larger, then the transformation times
determined and reported in this study (for submicron-thick plate-like
brushite crystals) may not be directly applicable to such larger sizes.

Reactions (1) and (2) cannot explain the observation of the carbonate
bands in the IR spectra (especially over the range of 1410 to 1470 cm−1)
of the OCP samples shown in Fig. 2b and c, and those bands are most
probably indicative of the presence of quite small amounts of
cryptocrystalline Ap-CaP. To differentiate between OCP and Ap-CaP is
actually not so difficult, and the comparative FTIR data of Fig. 6a indicate
the characteristic OCPbands by the+signs.Moreover, the appearance of
the main phosphate bands located over the range of 990 to 1160 cm−1

canbepractically used to ascertain thepresence ofOCP. TheOCP in Fig. 6a
was the sample of HT-10 of Table 2, whereas the Ap-CaP trace belonged
to that of theHT-4 of the same table. The exact locations of the IR bands of
OCP in our samples were coinciding well with those reported previously
by LeGeros et al. [26,27] and Markovic et al. [28]. The IR spectra and IR
band locations of the as-prepared brushite powders (Fig. 1) of this study
conformed to those reported by Xu et al. [29].

To the best of our knowledge, DCPD to OCP hydrothermal
transformation was not studied before in synthetic DMEM-like
solutions. However, Tung et al. [30] studied theDCPD toOCP conversion
in water over the pH range of 6.2 to 10.5 (solution pH values being
adjusted by additions of H3PO4 and/or KOH) and at temperatures of
25 °C and 37 °C.When the solution pH valueswere between6.2 and 6.8,
DCPD transformed to OCP, whereas at higher pH values apatite phase
formed [30].

Perez et al. [31] studied the transformation of DCPD to OCP in K-
phosphate solutions containing nitrate ions (originating from the use
of Ca(NO3)2·4H2O as the calcium source) at 37 °C and at pH values
between 6.0 and 7.0. At pH values of 6.4 and 6.7, Perez et al. [31]
reported the transformation of the seed DCPD crystals into OCP
without any difficulty.

4.2. Biomineralization media development

The biomineralization media developed in the current study
(Table 1), to their advantage, contained Na+, Ca2+, Mg2+, K+, Cl−,
and HCO3

− ions at concentrations not so different from those of human
blood plasma.

Fig. 3. a. XRD traces of NH4-DCPD samples stirred in BM-3media for 1 h at 55 °C, 60 °C, 70 °C and 85 °C (O: OCP, D: DCPD and A: Ap-CaP). b. FTIR traces of NH4-DCPD samples stirred in
BM-3 media for 1 h at 55 °C, 60 °C, 70 °C and 85 °C.
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BM-1 solution was an attempt to prepare a synthetic solution free of
the glucose and vitamins of a commercial DMEM solution, while
maintaining the ionic constituents, Hepes and amino acids (as far as

that can be achieved) of the DMEM at the proper concentrations. Eastoe
[32] had reported the amino acid concentrations present in mammalian
gelatin, and based on those concentrations we have estimated that the
amount of gelatin given in Table 1 for BM-1 media could roughly
approximate the amino acid concentrations of the commercial DMEM
solution [1]. It is actually theoretically impossible to match the amino
acid concentrations of the DMEM solution by using only gelatin.
However, by using gelatin and Hepes we have actually obtained the
same sluggish transformation kinetics for the brushite powders at
36.5 °C. BM-1 of the current study and the DMEM solution of our
previous study [1] performed quite similarly and they both required
about a week at the human body temperature for the DCPD to OCP
conversion to occur (Fig. 2a). This is probably due to the adsorption of
the amino acid molecules on the flat surfaces of the DCPD crystals,
which would only hinder the hydrothermal transformation process
[33,34]. When the gelatin was removed from the formula in
preparing, for instance, the BM-2 media while keeping Hepes, the
samples soaked in the BM-2 media for 72 h (at 36.5 °C) exhibited a
much faster transformation rate in comparison to BM-1 (Fig. 2a). This
proved that the amino acids originating from gelatin were indeed
slowing down the DCPD to OCP transformation. Chu et al. [35]
studied the influence of deliberately added (0.05 to 0.2 mM) amino
acids (Gly, Ala, Ser, Asp, Glu, and His) on the solution-based phase
transformation of DCPD at room temperature. Since Chu et al. [35]
fixed the solution pH at 8.45, DCPD crystals placed into amino-acid
containing solutions transformed only to apatite, and they reported
that amino acids Gly, Ala, Ser and His were strongly inhibiting the

Fig. 4. a. XRD traces of NH4-DCPD samples aged in BM-3 media for 19 h at 50 °C, 1 h at
70 °C, and 1 h at 75 °C. b. XRD traces of NH4-DCPD samples aged in BM-3 media for 2 h
at 70 °C, 75 °C and 80 °C. c. FTIR traces of NH4-DCPD samples aged in BM-3media for 2 h
at 70 °C, 75 °C and 80 °C.

Fig. 5. a. SEM photomicrograph of Na–K-DCPD samples aged in BM-3 media at 36.5 °C
for 72 h. b. SEM photomicrograph of NH4-DCPD samples aged in BM-3 media at 75 °C
for 2.33 h.
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DCPD to apatite transformation at RT,mainly leavingDCPD unreacted
in such solutions. OCP is not stable at pH 8.45, not at pH 7.4 as well. In
our previous study [1], we have studied the transformation of DCPD
in commercial DMEM solutions at 36.5 °C, and it must be noted that
in DMEM solutions the concentrations of amino acids are signifi-
cantly higher than those employed in the Chu et al. [35] study.

When Hepes was also eliminated in BM-3, it became possible for the
first time to completely convert theDCPD crystals toOCP in less than 72 h
at 36.5 °C (Fig. 2a). The effect of the presence of Hepes could be due to the
complexation of someof the Ca2+ ions of the solution by theHepes buffer
at the Ca/Pmolar ratio of 1.99. This fact was previously reported by Serro
and Saramago [36]. The buffering agent would form complexes with
several cations, including Ca2+, which would then reduce the concentra-
tion of free Ca2+ ions available for the real time DCPD to OCP
transformation according to the reaction (2) above. This would also
explain why BM-8 media (Ca/P molar ratio of 2.5) were able to
successfully complete the DCPD to OCP transformation in less than 72 h
although they contained Hepes (in comparison to BM-7, for instance).
BM-8 had a Ca/P molar ratio of 2.5 and it thus hadmore non-complexed,
freeCa2+available. At higherCa/Pmolar ratios “the inorganicbackboneof
aDMEMsolution,” i.e., BM-3 (1.99), and its Ca-enrichedversion, i.e., BM-7
(2.5), would performwell in facilitating the DCPD to OCP transformation.

Mg2+ ions are known [37] to partially retard the nucleation and
growth of the crystals of apatitic calciumphosphate and for this reason
their presence in these biomineralization media was deemed to be
necessary, however, the elimination of magnesium in passing from
BM-3 to BM-4media did not cause any noticeable change in the DCPD
toOCP transformation. Thiswas expected since all the other remaining
conditions (Ca/P ratio, HCO3

− concentration, pH stability or instability,
and the use of NaH2PO4·2H2O as the phosphate ion source) of
these media were in favor of the OCP formation at 36.5 °C, and only
the elimination ofMg2+ ionswould certainly not cause the conversion
of DCPD, for instance, into apatitic CaP at that low temperature
(Fig. 2a and b).

The complete removal of NaHCO3 from the biomineralization
media preparation, as in the cases of BM-5 and BM-6was naturally the
worst-case and the conversion to OCP was found to be minimal even
after 72 h at 36.5 °C. The biomineralization media developed in this
study, especially when they did not contain any Hepes (BM-3, BM-4
and BM-7), were largely based on the action of the CO2/HCO3

−

buffering [38], and this was why these solutions contained exactly
identical HCO3

− concentration (i.e., 44.05 mM) with that of the DMEM
solutions. As it is well known, one cannot find any Hepes or Tris in
blood, but it instead contains a mixture of buffer systems CO2/HCO3

−,
H2PO4

−/HPO4
2− and protein/Hprotein [38,39]. Therefore, the biomin-

eralization media developed here did not need any Hepes or Tris, but
they relied on the buffering action of the first two of the buffer
systemsmentioned above. In the case of complete removal of NaHCO3

from the solutions, i.e., BM-5 and BM-6, therefore, it was not possible
to transform DCPD into OCP. The small amounts of transformation
achieved in the samples of BM-5 and BM-6 (Fig. 2c) in 72 h at 36.5 °C
were only due to the buffering action of H2PO4

−/HPO4
2−.

4.3. Accelerated transformation at temperatures N36.5 °C

The selection of BM-3 media, over those of BM-4 or BM-7, for the
high-temperature (55 to 90 °C) experiments was therefore based on its
similarity (the presence of Mg2+ ions and Ca/P molar ratio=1.99) to
the DMEM solutions. Stirring the media with the DCPD powders, while
increasing the temperature, increased the transformation rate. The
experimental results given in Table 2 showed that even increasing the
temperature from 55 °C to 60 °C in a 1 h stirred experiment increased
the chances of obtaining Ap-CaP. This was mainly due to the high
solubility of DCPD, and once it started to dissolve (with the help of
increased temperature), it re-precipitated as Ap-CaP. OCP is a
metastable phase and catching and freezing in of this metastable
phase are quite difficult, if not impossible, in the high-temperature runs.
Then, the choice was only increasing the temperature and not stirring
the media containing the DCPD powders. We have found that heating
the BM-3 media having DCPD at 75°–80 °C (typically for 2 h) was the
optimum to achieve the complete transformation into OCP.

We must underline that OCP is itself not suitable, just like DCPD, for
heating in an air atmosphere; it deteriorated into cryptocrystalline
apatitic CaP as shown in Fig. 6b. The samples of OCP (produced in BM-3
at36.5 °C, 72 h)wereheated in cleanwatchglasses at 150 and200 °C for
90 min, followed by collecting the XRD data shown in Fig. 6b. Both
samples exhibited around 9 to 9.2% weight loss and the (010) reflection
of theOCP phase,which in pureOCP it is observed at 4.72° 2θ, decreased
in intensity and shifted towards 5.33° 2θ after 150 °C heating and to
5.55° 2θ after beingheated at200 °C. Such a gradual deterioration ofOCP
with an increase in calcination temperature was interesting and
warrants further study.

5. Conclusions

New biomineralization media were developed to facilitate the
simple and rapid transformation of brushite (DCPD) into octacalcium

Fig. 6. a. Comparative FTIR chart of Ap-CaP (NH4-DCPD, 85 °C, 1 h, stirred, HT-4) and
OCP (NH4-DCPD, 75 °C, 2.33 h, aged, HT-10) samples. b. Degradation of OCP by heating
in air at 150 °C and 200 °C for 90 min (in comparison to the OCP sample of BM-3-36.5 °C-
aged-Na–K-DCPD-72 h sample).
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phosphate (OCP) over the temperature range of 36.5 to 80 °C within
hours.

The use of either sodium- and potassium phosphate solutions or
ammoniumphosphate solutions in the synthesis of DCPD powders did
not influence their transformation into OCP in the media developed
and experimental conditions stated in this study. Spectator ions
present in the DCPD synthesis solutions, such as Na+, K+ and/or NH4

+,
did not result in a noticeable change in the XRD, FTIR and SEM data.

To answer the questions posed at the start of this project, whichwas
a direct follow-up of a previously published study of ours performed
with aDMEMsolution [1]; the amino acids, vitamins, glucose andHepes
present in a typical DMEM solution were found to be not essential to
transform DCPD into OCP according to the findings of this study.

The deletion of magnesium ions from the biomineralization media
did not influence the DCPD to OCP transition. However, the bicarbonate
ions were essential for that transformation since they were mainly
responsible from the pH buffering action.

Ca/P molar ratio of the biomineralization media did not adversely
affect the transformation process, when it was increased from 1.99 to
2.50.

Finally, it was found that increasing the process temperature from the
human body temperature of 36.5 °C to around 75 °C to 80 °C reduced the
time of transformation of DCPD into OCP drastically from 72 to 2 h.
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